
Partial di�erential equations related to theGauss-Bonnet-Chern integrand on 4-manifoldsSun-Yung A. Chang�, and Paul C. Yangy0. IntrodutionIn this artile we disuss some reent developments in onformal geometryof four dimension. The main theme is the study of urvature invariants whihform part of the integrand of Gauss-Bonnet-Chern on ompat 4-manifoldby means of fourth order non-linear di�erential equations and a relatedfully nonlinear seond order equation. We will report on two aspets of thisdevelopment. The �rst deals with onformal metris on loally onformallyat 4-manifolds, the primary examples arising from the quotients of Kleiniangroups. We are interested in developing �niteness riteria for suh onformalstrutures. We will disuss some joint work with Jie Qing [CQY-1, CQY-2, CQY-3℄, as well as some results of Hao Fang [F℄ extending some wellknown �niteness riteria of Cohn-Vossen [CV℄ and Huber [H℄ for surfaes todimension four. The seond aspet is onerned with the Rii tensor. Thenatural fourth order onformal urvature invariant is a quadrati expressionin the Rii tensor. Under natural positivity assumptions on the onformalstruture, it is possible to presribe the quadrati invariant. This result hasimpliation for the existene of onformal metris of strongly positive Riitensor. We will report on joint work with Matt Gursky [CGY-2, CGY-3℄ onthis problem.A basi tool in our study is the partial di�erential equations assoiatedwith onformally ovariant operators. On a Riemannian manifold (Mn; g) ofdimension n, the Laplae operator is the natural geometri operator. Underonformal hange of metri gw = e2wg, when the dimension is two, �gw isrelated to �g by the simple formula:�gw(') = e�2w�g(') for all ' 2 C1(M2) (0.1)In dimension greater than two, similar transformation property ontinuesto hold for a modi�ation of the Laplaian operator alled the onformalLaplaian operator L � �� + n�24(n�1)R where R is the salar urvature ofthe metri. We have Lgw(') = e�n+22 !Lg �en�22 !'� (0.2)for all ' 2 C1(M). In general, we all a metrially de�ned operator Aonformally ovariant of bidegree (a; b) if, under the onformal hange of�Researh supported in part by NSF Grant DMS-0070542 and a Guggenheim Founda-tion Fellowship.yResearh supported in part by NSF Grant DMS-0070526 and the Ellentuk Fund.



2metri g! = e2!g, the pair of orresponding operators A! and A are relatedby A!(') = e�b!A(ea!') for all ' 2 C1(Mn): (0.3)A partiularly interesting suh operator is a fourth order operator on4-manifolds disovered by Paneitz [P℄ in 1983:P' � �2'+ Æ�23Rg � 2Ri� d' (0.4)where Æ denotes the divergene, d the deRham di�erential and Ri the Riitensor of the metri. The Paneitz operator P is onformal ovariant ofbidegree (0; 4) on 4-manifolds, i.e.Pgw(') = e�4wPg(') for all ' 2 C1(M4): (0.5)A fourth order urvature invariant Q = 112f��R+R2� 3jRij2g is asso-iated to the Paneitz operator:Pw + 2Q = 2Qwe4w: (0.6)In dimension four, the Paneitz equation has lose onnetion with the Gauss-Bonnet-Chern formula. For a ompat oriented 4-manifold,�(M) = 14�2 ZM ( jW j28 +Q)dv (0.7)where �(M) denotes the Euler harateristi of the manifoldM , and W theWeyl tensor, and jW j2 the norm squared of the Weyl tensor. Sine jW j2dvis a pointwise invariant under onformal hange of metri, Qdv is the termwhih measures the onformal hange in formula (0.7).The Paneitz operator plays the same role on manifold of dimension fouras the Laplaian on surfaes; with the Q urvature replaing the role playedby the Gaussian urvature in onformal geometry.In dimension four, theQ urvature is also related to the seond elementarysymmetri funtion �2(A) where A = Ri � 16Rg is sometimes alled theonformal Rii tensor: Q = 12�2 + 112(��R):The deomposition of the urvature tensor may be expressed asRm = W + 12 A ̂gwhere ̂ indiates the Kulkarni-Nomizu produt of bilinear forms. Elemen-tary symmetri funtions of the tensor A has been studied by Vialosvky[V-1℄ in his thesis. Thus the Yamabe problem is to presribe the �rst sym-metri funtion of the tensor A. It is fruitful to ask if one an presribethe other symmetri funtions of the tensor A as well. In partiular, in low



3dimensions, the seond symmetri funtions of A has strong impliationsfor the Rii tensor. In dimension four, we an use the fourth order equa-tion as a regularization of the seond order equation to presribe the seondelementary symmetri funtions �2(A) where A is the onformal Rii ten-sor A = Ri � 16Rg. In a joint work with Gursky, we take up this ideato give a simple riteria for existene, in a given four dimensional onfor-mal lass, of a metri with strongly positive Rii tensor. The di�erentialstrutures that support onformal lasses satisfying the onformally invari-ant onditions R �2(A)dv > 0 and having positive Yamabe invariant has thesame known obstrutions as those di�erential strutures supporting positiveEinstein metris: the Hithin-Thorp inequality2�+ 3� > 0; and 2�� 3� > 0: (0.8)It is an interesting question to ask if these two lasses oinide and if (0.8)gives the only obstrutions.In setion one below, we will desribe our joint work with Jie Qing ([CQY-1℄, [CQY-2℄, [CQY-3℄) on some �niteness riteria of loally onformally atfour manifolds. In setion two we will give some bakground material forthe work in [CGY-2℄ and [CGY-3℄. In setion 3, we will sketh the proof ofthe main result in [CGY-2℄, in setion 4, an outline of the proof in [CGY-3℄.The authors would like to thank the organizers for the invitation to takepart in the onferene and to write this survey for the proeedings. The au-thors would also like to thank their ollaborators, in partiular Matt Gurskyand Jie Qing, for sharing with us their inspiration and labor in taking partin these development.1. Finiteness of onformally flat struturesIt is well known that two dimensional metris g are loally onformallyat: there exists oordinate system x in whih g has the form g = e2wjdxj2.We �rst review the basi �niteness results for onformal strutures in di-mension two: the Cohn-Vossen Huber inequality, Ahlfors' �niteness theo-rem and the Bishop-Jones haraterization of geometrially �nite Kleiniangroups. We disuss the extension of some of these results to dimension four.To reall the Cohn-Vossen [C-V℄ inequality for omplete surfaes, suppose(M; g) is a omplete surfae with integrable Gauss urvature K, thenZM KdA � 2��: (1.1)In addition, Huber [Hu℄ has shown that suh a surfae has a onformalompati�ation M = ~MnfP1; : : : ; Png where ~M is a ompat Riemannsurfae. At eah punture Pi by inverting a onformal dis DinfPig, Finn[Fi℄ studied the isoperimetri ratio �i = limr!1 (Length(�Dr))24�Area(Dr) , to aount



4for the de�it in the inequality above:�(M)� 12� ZM KdA = nXi=1 �i: (1.2)A ompletely analogous situation holds in dimension four provided we re-strit ourselves to onformally at 4-manifolds of positive salar urvature.Let us reall that Shoen-Yau [SY℄ showed that for suh manifolds, theholonomy over embed onformally as domain ~M in S4 with a boundary ofHausdor� dimension less than or equals to one. Thus by going to a overingof suh manifolds we may assume that we are dealing with domains in R4 .Theorem 1.1 (CQY-1). Let e2wjdxj2 be a omplete metri on 
 = R4nfP1; : : : ; Pngwith nonnegative salar urvature near the puntures. Suppose in additionthat Q is integrable. Then we have�(
)� 14�2 Z
Qdv = nXi=1 �i (1.3)where at eah punture Pi a onformal disk DinfPig is inverted and�i = limr!1 (vol(�Br))4=34(2�2)1=3vol(Br) : (1.4)To give some idea of the proof of Theorem 1.1, we explain the situation onR4 . The proof is based on an idea of Finn, to ompare the onformal fatorwith the biharmoni potential derived from the measure Qdv. The positivityof the salar urvature at in�nity implies that the onformal fator agreeswith the potential up to a onstant. Working then with the expressionof the potential as a logarithmi integral, a deliate analysis shows thatthe isoperimetri ratio � an be ompared with that of the symmetrizedpotential. In the latter ase the required identity follows from an analysisof the resultant ODE.The �niteness of the Q integral together with the embedding result ofShoen-Yau has strong impliation for the underlying topology:Theorem 1.2 (CQY-2). Let (M4; g) be a simply onneted omplete on-formally at manifold satisfying salar urvature R �  > 0, Ri � �,and R jQjdv <1; then M is onformally equivalent to S4nfP1; : : : ; Pkg. Inase M4 is not assumed simply onneted, under the additional assumptionthat M4 is geometrially �nite as a Kleinian manifold, then M is onfor-mally equivalent to ~MnfP1; : : : ; Pkg, where ~M is a ompat onformally atmanifold. In addition, we have�(M) = 14�2 ZM Qdv + k (1.5)A onsequene of this �niteness riteria is a determination of ompleteonformal metris de�ned on domains in S4, whih satisfy the urvatureonditions in Theorem 1.2, and in addition has onstant Q urvature whih



5are integrable. There are only three suh metris: the standard metri onS4, the at metri on R4 and the ylindrial metri on R4nf0g.To give an idea of the proof of Theorem 1.2 let us suppose 
 is a domainin R4 on whih there is a onformal metri g = u2jdxj2 = e2wjdxj2 satisfyingthe assumptions of Theorem 1.2. A key ingredient in the proof of Theorem1.2 is the following size estimate of the onformal fator u(x) for x 2 
 interms of the Eulidean distane d(x) = distane(x; �
).1Cd(x)�1 � u(x) � Cd(x)�1 for all x 2 
 (1.6)We remark that the lower bound follows from the Harnak estimate ofYau [SY℄. The upper estimate is derived using a blow up argument for thePaneitz equation, together with the following uniqueness result.Lemma 1.3. On (R4 ; u2jdxj2), the only metri with Q � 0 and R � 0 atin�nity is isometri to (R4 ; jdxj2).The main idea of the argument is that the �niteness of the Q integralshould imply a rate of growth of volume of the sublevel sets of the onformalfator u. More preisely onsider the setsU� = fx : u(x) � �g and (1.7)S� = fx : u(x) = �g; (1.8)for large values of �. Apply the Gauss-Bonnet-Chern formula (0.7) for thedomain U�, we obtain C � � dd�V (�) (1.9)whereV (�) = ZS�(�nw)3d� + ZS� J(�nw)e2wd� + 2ZU� J jruj2dx: (1.10)The positivity of the salar urvature then implies thatV (�) � C ZU� u4dx: (1.11)Sine the level sets of u are omparable to the omplements of the ballsovering the limit set �, a measure theoreti argument then shows that �onsists of a �nite number of points.This result has been extended in two diretions in the thesis of Fang. The�rst extension replaes integrability of Q by the integrability of �2(A).Theorem 1.4 (F). Let 
 � S4 be a domain on whih there is a onformalmetri g satisfying the urvature bounds: 0 <  � R � C; jrRj � C; �C �Ri and Z
 j�2(A)jdv <1; (1.12)



6then 
 = S4nfP1; :::; Pkg, and4�2�(
) = Z Qdv + k: (1.13)The seond extension is to the higher dimensional setting. In generaleven dimensions n = 2k, the existene of a onformally ovariant operatorof degree n is shown by the work of Fe�erman and Graham ([FG℄, see also[GJMS℄), the general expression is neessarily ompliated. However in thease of loally onformally at metri, the relation between the operator andthe Q urvature invariant an be omputed due to its onformal ovarianeproperty. Also to obtain the analogue of Theorem 1.2, it is neessary toimpose additional higher urvature bounds. Hao Fang [F℄ has worked outthe preise ondition for dimension six:Theorem 1.5 (F). Let 
 � S6 be a domain on whih there is a ompleteonformal metri g satisfying the urvature bounds: 0 <  � R � C; jrRj �C; �C � Ri and��J � 11J2 + 56�2 � 64�22J2 � 3jrJ j2 �  > 0; (1.14)where J = 110R. Then 
 = S6 � fP1; :::; Pkg and6�(
) = Z Qdv + k: (1.15)We remark that ondition (1.14) is a "pinhing ondition" on the urva-tures, whih is satis�ed, for example, for metris whih is in a small neigh-borhood of the standard metris on S4 on the region 
.We turn our attention to the general onformally at manifolds whiharise from the quotient of Kleinian groups. In the analyti study of Kleiniangroups, a desirable ondition that provides good ontrol of the geometry andanalysis of the Kleinian manifold is that of geometri �niteness. We reallthat the onformal group Conf(Sn) of the n-sphere also ats as hyperboliisometris of the hyperboli (n+1)-ball. A disrete subgroup � � Conf(Sn)is alled a Kleinian group. The set of limit points of � is alled the limit set� and its omplement 
 is alled the domain of disontinuity. In dimensiontwo, a elebrated result of Ahlfors and Bers says that if � is �nitely gen-erated disrete subgroup, then the Kleinian quotient 
=� is a �nite unionof Riemann surfaes of �nite type, i.e. ompat Riemann surfaes with atmost a �nite number of puntures. Suh a Kleinian group is said to beanalytially �nite. The analogous result in higher dimensions is not avail-able. In fat Kapovih [K℄ has given examples of �nitely generated Kleiniangroup with quotient having in�nitely many usp ends. The geometri �nite-ness ondition says that there is a fundamental domain onsisting of a �nitepolyhedra for the group ation of � on the hyperboli ball. There has beenextensive study (see [B℄) of the notion of geometri �niteness resulting inseveral equivalent formulation of this ondition in terms of the geometry of



7the hyperboli quotient. Reently Bishop and Jones gave a haraterizationof geometri �niteness in two dimension in terms of the size of the limit set.Theorem 1.6 (BJ). Suppose � is an analytially �nite Kleinian group onS2, then it is geometrially �nite if and only if its limit set � has Hausdor�dimension stritly less than two.A large part of the Bishop-Jones argument arries over to the higherdimensional situation. In fat their argument proves that geometrially �nitegroups in general dimension n have limit sets of Hausdor� dimension stritlysmaller than n. What is missing for the onverse diretion is a suitableformulation of analogue of the analytial �niteness assumption. In [CQY-3℄we provide a natural analogue whih we all onformal �niteness: the endsof the Kleinian quotient should be at most �nite in number and eah end isa standard usp end whih is onformally equivalent to (Rm�Bm)�Kn�mwhere Kn�m is a ompat at manifold. Under this onformal �nitenessondition we extend the riteria of Bishop-Jones to general dimensions:Theorem 1.7 (CQY-3). Suppose � is a onformally �nite Kleinian groupon Sn, then it is geometrially �nite if its limit set � has Hausdor� dimen-sion stritly less than n.The main ingredient of the argument as in the two dimension ase isthe onstrution of an equivariant hypersurfae G(�) in the hyperboli ballwhih divide the geometrially �nite ends from the onvex ore of the hy-perboli manifold. The hypersurfae is the boundary of the domain in Bn+1whih is formed by the union of the balls with enter at points x 2 
 witha radius given by a small multiple of the distane of x to the limit set �and their images under the group �. The key analyti fat we need is thefollowing distortion lemma that an be proved by elementary onsiderations:Lemma 1.8. Suppose that � is a non-elementary Kleinian group, 
(�) isits domain of disontinuity and � is its set of limit points. Then there existsa positive number C suh that1C dist((x); L(�))dist(x;L(�)) � j0(x)js � C dist((x); L(�))dist(x;L(�))for all x 2 
(�) and all  2 �.The hypersurfae serves to transfer geometri bounds on the boundaryquotient 
=� to the interior of the hyperboli manifold. The dividing hy-persurfae upon radial projetion to the boundary sphere an be viewed asa graph over the domain of disontinuity 
:F (x) = f(x)x : 
! G(�);where f(x) = 1 for x 2 �, and f is a Lipshitz funtion. An importantelement in this argument is the existene of an invariant metri on 
 sat-isfying the bounds of equation (1.6). The existene of suh metri when �is a onformally �nite group is easy to arrange, sine on eah standard end



8the natural onformal metri satis�es the requirement. In this situation theradial projetion is a Lipshitz equivalene with respet to the metri on Gindued from the hyperboli metri and the invariant metri on 
. In fatusing this dividing hypersurfae we have onversely the following riteria foronformal �niteness.Theorem 1.9. Suppose � is a non-elementary Kleinian group. Then � isonformally �nite if and only if the Kleinian quotient 
=� possess a ompleteRiemannian metri of �nite volume and satisfying the urvature boundsjRj+ jrRj � C; and Ri � �C:We briey outline the Bishop Jones argument to use the dividing hyper-surfae to prove Theorem 1.7. Assume to the ontrary that a onformally�nite Kleinian group with limit set of Hausdro� dimension smaller than n isnot geometrially �nite. Then aording to a haraterization of Thurstonof geometrially in�nite group, there is sequene of points fxkg in the thikpart of the hyperboli quotient that tends to in�nity in the onvex ore. Tomake use of this fat onsider hyperboli harmoni measure of the set 
 i.e.the hyperboli harmoni funtion !(x) with boundary value given by �
.If one an �nd a point x where !(x) < 1, this means that � has positivemeasure hene a ontradition to the assumption. Sine ! is invariant un-der the group �, it an be onsidered a harmoni funtion on the hyperboliquotient B=�. An appliation of the Green's identity shows that!(x) = 12n�1jSnj ZG=�(��G�n (x; y))d�(y) (1.16)where ��n is the hyperboli normal derivative of the hypersurfae G=� inBn+1=�, and d� is the indued one from Bn+1=�. The Harnak inequalitythen redues the estimate for this integral to an estimate for the Green'sfuntion on the manifold Bn+1=�:!(x) � C ZG=�G(x; y)d�(y) (1.17)The latter integral an be estimated using the bounds for the heat kernelsy, so that we �nd:!(x) � C ZG� e�q 4(�0�2Æ)4+Æ dH(x;y)jB1(x)j� 12 jB1(y)j� 12d�(y) (1.18)where �0 is the bottom of the spetrum of B=� whih is known to be positive([BJ℄). Using the bilipshitz equivalene it is a simple matter to ontrol theintegral of the negative frational power of the volume of the y ball and thenhoosing the point x among the sequene of points fxkg far into the thikpart of the onvex ore, so that the exponential deay in the distane anbe exploited to show that at suh points !(x) < 1.The basi question to look for intrinsi group theoreti ondition thatharaterizes �niteness of the geometri quotient remains open.



92. Bakground on �2In the thesis of J. Vialovsky [V-1℄, a family of fully nonlinear di�erentialequations are introdued as generalizations of the Yamabe equation thatpertain to the onformal struture of a Riemannian manifold. Considerthe onformal Rii tensor: A = Ri � 12(n�1)Rg. The k-th elementarysymmetri funtion of the eigenvalues of the matrix A is denoted by �k(A).In partiular �1 is a multiple of the salar urvature. In dimension four,�2 = �12 jEj2 + 124R2: (2.1)is part of the Gauss-Bonnet integrand and is also related to the fourth orderurvature invariant Q = � 112�R+ 12�2: (2.2)8�2�(M4) = Z 14 jW j2 dv + Z �2(A)dv; (2.3)where dv denotes the volume form. Thus R �2(A)dv is onformally invariantbeause the integrand jW j2dv is invariant under onformal hange of metri.This is atually a speial ase of a more general phenomenon. Let (M2k; g)be a ompat, LCF Riemannian manifold of dimension n = 2k. If we de�neA = Ri� 12(n�1)Rg = Ri� 12(2k�1)Rg, then the integralZ �k(A) dvis onformally invariant (see [V-1℄). Moreover,�(M2k) = k Z �k(A) dv:Before we state the main result in [CGY-2℄, we reall the de�nition ofanother onformally invariant quantity, namely the Yamabe invariant Y (g0):Y (g0) = inf R Rgdvg(R dvg)n�2nwhere g = e2wg0 varies over all metris g onformal to g0.Theorem 2.1 (CGY-2). Let (M4; g0) be a ompat four-manifold satisfying(i) Y (g0) > 0,(ii) R �2(A0)dv0 > 0.Then there is a onformal metri g = e2wg0 with �2(Ag) > 0.Corollary 2.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.1, there is a on-formal metri g = e2wg0 with(i) Ri > 0,



10(ii) S = �Ri + 12Rg > 0.In terms of examples, sine suh manifolds must have �nite fundamentalgroup, it suÆes to onsider simply onneted examples. Aording to thehomeomorphism lassi�ation of simply onneted smooth 4-manifolds andthe Hithin-Thorp inequality, the simply onneted 4-manifolds that admita positive onformal struture with R �2(A) > 0 must be homeomorphito k(C P2)# `(C P2) or k(S2 � S2) where k; l are positive integers satisfying0 < k < 4 + 5l. We remark that Lebrun-Nayatani-Nitta ([LNN℄) has on-struted metris of with positive �2 on k(C P2) for 0 < k � 3. PreviouslySha-Yang [ShYa℄ have onstruted metris of positive Rii urvature onk(C P2)# `(C P2) and k(S2�S2) without onstraints on k; `. Thus, the lassof 4-manifolds admitting metris with positive �2 are neessarily a propersubset of those admitting positive Rii urvature metris. It is not lear ifthe list of suh manifolds is �nite.The problem to onformally deform a metri with �2(A) > 0 to onewith �2(A) � onstant is addressed - but not resolved - in [V-2℄, wheredegree-theoreti arguments are used. What is laking are L1-estimates forsolutions. In setion 4 below we present an alternative approah in [CGY-3℄,inluding a prioriL1-bounds for solutionsw of the equation �2(Agw) = f forsome positive funtion f on manifolds that are not onformally equivalent tothe round four-sphere. More preisely, we have proved the following result:Theorem 2.3 (CGY-3). Let (M4; g0) be a ompat four-manifold. Sup-pose the onformal metri g = e2wg0 satis�es(i) R(g) > 0,(ii) �2(Ag) = f > 0.If (M4; g0) is not onformally equivalently to the round sphere, then there isa onstant C = C(jjf jjC1 ; (minf)�1; g0) suh thatjjwjjL1 � C:We then use the degree theory developed in [L℄ for fully nonlinear equa-tions to prove the following result.Corollary 2.4. If (M4; g0) is a ompat four-manifold satis�es the assump-tions as in the statement of Theorem 2.1, then there exists a solution g =e2wg0 with �2(Ag) � 1.In the following subsetions we provide some bakground and preliminaryresults.a. The Curvature of Four-Manifolds.To begin, let (M4; g) be a ompat four-manifold. The urvature tensorwill be denoted Rm, and usually viewed as a (0; 4)-tensor. We let E =Ri� 14Rg denote the trae-free Rii tensor, thenRm =W + 12E ̂g + 124Rg ̂g (2.4)



11where ̂ is the Kulkarni-Nomizu produt (see [Be, 1.110℄). Alternatively, ifA = Ri� 16Rg, then we have the simpler deompositionRm = W + 12 A ̂g: (2.5)The Gauss-Bonnet-Chern formula an be expressed as8�2�(M4) = Z �14 jW j2 + �2(A)� dv: (2.6)If M4 is oriented, let � : 
p(M4) ! 
4�p(M4) denote the Hodge operator.Then we have the splitting 
2(M4) = 
2+(M4) � 
2�(M4) into the sub-bundles of self-dual and anti-self-dual two-forms. This splitting indues adeomposition of the Weyl urvature intoW� : 
2�(M4)! 
2�(M4), viewedas as bundle endomorphism. Combining the signature formula12�2�(M4) = Z 14(jW+j2 � jW�j2)with (2.6) we obtain4�2(2�(M4) + 3�(M4)) = Z (12 jW+j2 + �2(A)): (2.7)It is lear from (2.6) and (2.7) that the positivity of �2(A) implies globaltopologial information. But it also implies loal geometri information, asthe following lemmas show.Lemma 2.5. R2 � 24�2(A) with equality if and only if E = 0. In partiu-lar, if �2(A) > 0 on M4 then either R > 0 or R < 0 on M4.Proof. This is immediate, sine�2(A) = � 12 jEj2 + 124 R2 � 124 R2:Lemma 2.6. Let P 2M4 and X 2 TPM4 be a tangent vetor at P . If thesalar urvature R of g is positive at P , thenS(X;X) = �Ri(X;X) + 12 g(X;X)� 3R �2(A) g(X;X); (2.8)Ri(X;X) � 3R �2(A) g(X;X): (2.9)Proof. To simplify notation we often denote g(X;X) = jXj2 = hX;Xi. Interms of the trae-free Rii tensor,S = �E + 14 Rg (2.10)



12so that S(X;X) = �E(X;X) + 14 Rg(X;X):Sine E is trae-free, we have the sharp inequality jE(X;X)j � p32 jEj jXj2(see [SW, p.234℄). ThusS(X;X) � � p32 jEj jXj2 + 14 RjXj2� � jEjr 32R !2 jXj2 � rR8 !2 jXj2 + 14 RjXj2= 3R �2 (A) jXj2:The proof of (2.9) is essentially the same. We begin withRi = E + 14 Rg: (2.11)Then Ri(X;X) � �p32 jEj jXj2 + 14 RjXj2;and we an argue as before.Arguing exatly as in the proof of Lemma 2.6 we haveLemma 2.7. Let P 2M4 and X 2 TPM4. If R < 0 at P thenS(X;X) � 3R �2(A) g(X;X);Ri(X;X) � 3R �2(A) g(X;X):Combining the preeding lemmas we onludeCorollary 2.8. If �2(A) > 0 on M4 then either S > 0 and Ri > 0 on M4,or S < 0 and Ri < 0 on M4, depending on the sign of the salar urvature(whih is neessarily a onstant by Lemma 2.5).b. Conformal Changes of Metri.Now denote our four-manifold by (M4; g0). We will usually write onfor-mal metris in the form g = e2wg0. Also, metri-dependent quantities whihhave 0 as a subsript or supersript are understood to be with respet to g0,while those without are with respet to g. For example, r20' denotes theHessian of ' with respet to g0 and �0' = trg0r20' the Laplaian; whiler2' and �' = trgr2' denote the Hessian and Laplaian with respet tog.



13Of basi importane are the transformation laws for the various ompo-nents of the urvature tensor under a onformal hange of metri:R = e�2w(R0 � 6�0w � 6jr0wj2); (2.12)Ri = Ri0 � 2r20w ��0wg0 + 2dw 
 dw � 2jr0wj2g0; (2.13)A = A0 � 2r20w + 2dw 
 dw � jr0wj2g0; (2.14)S = S0 + 2r20w � 2�0wg0 � 2dw 
 dw � jr0wj2g0: (2.15)The Bah tensor plays a prominent role in our analysis. It is de�ned by(see [De℄) Bij = rkr`Wkij` + 12 Rk`Wkij`:Using the Bianhi identities, this an be rewritten asBij = �12�Eij + 16 rirjR � 124 �Rgij �Ek`Wikj` (2.16)+Eki Ejk � 14 jEj2gij + 16 REijwhere �Eij = gk`rkr`Eij . Although it has several interesting properties,for our purposes the most important feature of the Bah tensor is its on-formal invariane: if g = e2wg0, thenB = e�2wB0: (2.17). Equations of Monge-Ampere Type.If we �x a bakground metri g0, then by (2.14) we are attempting tosolve the equation�2(A0 � 2r20w + 2dw 
 dw � jr0wj2g0) = f (2.18)for some f > 0. This is an example of a fully non-linear equation of Monge-Ampere type (see [CNS-1, CNS-2, CKNS℄). Many of the relevant propertiesof (2.18) are summarized by the following result:Proposition 2.9. The equation (2.18) is ellipti at a solution w if f > 0.The linearized operator is given byL['℄ = �2Sij r0i r0j '; (2.19)where Sij = (g0)ik (g0)j` Sk`, andSk` = S0k` + 2r0kr0̀w � 2(�0w)(g0)k`� 2r0kwr0̀w � jr0wj2(g0)k`



14is given by (2.15). If the salar urvature R of g = e2wg0 is positive, thenthe elliptiity onstants of L satisfy12Rf j�j2 � Sij�i�j � 3Rf j�j2 (2.20)Proposition 2.9 follows from a straight forward omputation. We onlyremark that the estimates (2.20) follow from Lemma 2.6.For the reord, we display the equation of �2(A) for A = Ag and g = e2wg0in terms of the metri g0�2(A)e4w = �2(A0)� 2jr20wj2 + 2(�0w)2+2(r0w;r0jr0wj2) + 2�0wjr0wj2� 2Ri0(r0w;r0w)� 2 < S0;r20w > : (2.21)Also, in terms of the onformal metri g, we have�2(A) = 12SijAij : (2.22)d. The Funtional DeterminantLet (M4; g0) be a ompat four-manifold. A metrially de�ned di�erentialoperator A is said to be onformally ovariant of bidegree (a; b) if under theonformal hange of metri g = e2wg0,Ag(') = e�bwA0(eaw'): (2.23)In [BO℄ an expliit formula for F [w℄ = log(detAg=detA0) is omputed,whih may be expressed asF [w℄ = 1I[w℄ + 2 II [w℄ + 3 III [w℄ (2.24)where i = i(A) are onstants andI [w℄ = Z 4jW0j2dv0 ��Z jW0j2dv0� log Ze4wdv0; (2.25)II [w℄ = Z wP0w dv0 + Z 4Q0w dv0 ��Z Q0 dv0� log Ze4w dv0;(2.26)III [w℄ = 13 �Z R2 dv � Z R20 dv0� : (2.27)where P denotes the Paneitz operator [P℄ as de�ned in (0.4); P0 = Pg0 .Before we disuss the existene theory some remarks are in order, explain-ing the signi�ane of these formulas. First, if we onsider the funtional IIalone, then ritial points satisfyP0w + 2Q0 = 2�Z Q0 dv0� e4w:



15In general, if g = e2wg0 is a onformal hange of metri, then the quantityQ transforms aording to the formulaP0w + 2Q0 = 2Qe4wwhere Q = Q(e2wg0). We therefore onlude that ritial points of II arepreisely those metris whih satisfy Q � onstant.It is easy to see that ritial points of III satisfy �R � onstant. SineM4 is ompat, this implies that R is onstant. Thus III is the quadrativersion of the Yamabe funtional.In order to state the relevant existene result of [CY-1℄, we need to furtherde�ne the onformal invariant�d = 1 Z jW0j2 dv0 + 2 Z Q0 dv0: (2.28)Theorem 2.10. ([CY-1, Theorem 1.1℄). Let (M; g0) be a ompat four-manifold. If 2; 3 > 0 and �d < 82�2, then inf F (w) is attained by somefuntion w 2W 2;2 and the metri g = e2wg0 satis�es1jW j2 + 2Q � 3�R = �d vol(g)�1: (2.29)Furthermore, g is smooth ([CGY1℄).A reent work [UV℄ of J. Viaovsky and K. Uhlenbek studies the regu-larity of weak W 2;2 solution of some 4-th order equation of divergene typede�ned on 4-manifold, whih in partiular inludes equation of type (2.29),and thus in partiular they have obtained the regularity for all ritial pointsof the funtional F .Theorem 2.11 (UV). Let (M; g0) be a ompat four-manifold. Supposeg = e2wg0 is a ritial metri of the funtional F (w) as in Theorem 2.10above, then g is smooth.To apply Theorem 2.10, we now make a spei� hoie of (1; 2; 3)1 = �Z Q0dv0, Z jW j20 dv0= �12 Z �2(A0) dv0, Z jW j20 dv0;2 = 1;3 = 124 (3Æ � 2): (2.30)Notie that if R �2(A0)dv0 > 0 then 1 < 0. With this hoie of (1; 2; 3)we have �d = 1 Z jW j20 dv0 + Z Q0dv0 = 0: (2.31)



16To write down the orresponding funtional, let us introdue the quantityU Æ0 = U Æ(g0)= 1jW j20 + Q0 � 124 (3Æ � 2)�0R0: (2.32)Then aording to (2.24), (2.30) and (2.32),F [w℄ = FÆ[w℄ = 1I[w℄ + II[w℄ + 124 (3Æ � 2) III[w℄= Z 4U Æ0 w dv0 + Z wP0w dv0+ 12(3Æ � 2)Y [w℄; (2.33)where Y [w℄ = Z (r0w + jÆ0wj2)2dv0 � 13 Z R0jÆ0wj2dv0:Note that FÆ is sale-invariant; i.e., FÆ[w + ℄ = FÆ [w℄ for any onstant .By (2.29) and (2.30) the orresponding Euler equation for FÆ is1jW j2 + Q � 124 (3Æ � 2)�R = 0 (�)Æwhih an be rewritten as eitherÆ�R = 81jW j2 � 2jEj2 + 16R2 (�)Æor �2(A) = Æ4 �R � 21jW j2: (�)ÆThe latter is relevant for our purpose. If Æ = 0, then (�)0 beomes �2(A) =�21jW j2. Now reall that R �2(A0)dv0 > 0 implies that 1 < 0, so in thisase we onlude that �2(A) � 0 and �2(A) > 0 at the points where jW j02is not zero. In order to ensure that �2(A) > 0 everywhere on the limitingmetri, we may replae the term jW j2 in the expression for I[w℄ above bythe norm of a setion of the bundle of symmetri (0; 2) -tensors on M4.Ths suggests the following strategy to onstrut a onformal metri with�2(A) > 0, it suÆes to show that FÆ admits a ritial point when Æ = 0.This approah, however, presents some serious tehnial diÆulties. In somesense FÆ atually degenerates as Æ ! 0. One an see that this is the ase bywriting down just the highest order terms in FÆ:FÆ[w℄ = Z 3Æ(�0w)2 + 3(3Æ � 2)�0wjr0wj2 + 2(3Æ � 2)jr0wj4+ (lower order terms):When Æ = 0 the leading term is absent. This behavior is reeted in theEuler equation for FÆ: when Æ 6= 0 then (�)Æ is fourth order in the metri,but only seond order when Æ = 0.



17Instead of studying F0 diretly we rely on a limiting argument. That is,we begin by showing that for any suÆiently small Æ > 0, (�)Æ admits asmooth solution with positive salar urvature. Even when Æ > 0, though,things are hardly routine: notie that when Æ > 23 then 3 > 0 while 2 � 1,so the existene result Theorem 2.10 applies. At the point Æ = 23 , 3 = 0,the funtional FÆ beomes a ombination of funtional I and II. In this ase,we have the following existene result for funtional II.Theorem 2.12. ([CY-1, Theorem 1.2℄). Let (M; g0) be a ompat four-manifold. Assume that R Q < 8�2, assume further that the Paneitz operatorP is positive, with Ker P = fonstantsg , then inf II[w℄ exists with theextremal metri satisfying Q � onstant.It is worthwhile to point out some examples of ompat 4-manifolds onwhih the Paneitz operator has negative eigenvalues. Let � be a hyperbolisurfae of genus two with a small eigenvalue � for the Laplaian. Then onthe produt 4-manifold ��� the Paneitz operator is given by P = �2+�so that if � is small enough, the operator P will have negative eigenvalue.A key step in our proof of Theorem 2.1 above is the following result ofGursky{whih indiates that the onformally invariant onditions (i) and(ii) in the statement of Theorem A is suÆient to ensure the positivity ofthe Paneitz operator.Theorem 2.13. ([G-2, Theorem A℄). Let (M; g0) be a ompat four-manifoldwhih satis�es the onditions (i) and (ii) as in the statement of Theo-rem 2.1. Then the Paneitz operator P0 = Pg0 is a positive operator, withKer P0 = fonstantsg. In addition, we haveZ �2dV � 16�2 (2.34)where equality holds if and only if (M; g) is onformally the standard 4-sphere.In the following we outline the proof of Theorem 2.1. We will use methodof ontinuity. Fix a Æ0 2 (0; 1) and de�neS = fÆ 2 [Æ0; 1℄j(�)Æ admits a smooth solution with positive salar urvatureg :In Setion 3 we will use the ontinuity method to show that S = [Æ0; 1℄. SineÆ0 is arbitrary, we will onlude that (�)Æ always admits a smooth solutionof positive salar urvature for any Æ 2 (0; 1℄. The next (and most diÆultinvolved) step is to obtain a priori estimates for solutions of (�)Æ . this willbe ahieved using the divergene struture of the equation �2. For tehnialreasons, the optimal estimates we an derive W 2;s-bounds on solutions withs < 5. This is suÆient to apply heat equation tehniques and obtain asmooth onformal metri with �2(A) > 0.We end this setion with a preliminary result whih uses the existenetheory of [CY-1℄ for the funtional determinant in order to show that S isnon-empty.



18Proposition 2.14. If R �2(A0)dv0 > 0 and Y (g0) > 0, then 1 2 S.Proof. When Æ = 1, 3 = 124 . It follows from Theorem 2.10 that there is asmooth extremal metri g = e2wg0 satisfying (�)1. In partiular,�R = 81jW j2 � 2jEj2 + 16R2:Also, R �2(A0)dv0 > 0 implies that 1 < 0. Thus�R � 16R2on M4. It follows from [G-1, Lemma 1.2℄ that R > 0 on M4.3. Deforming �2 to a positive funtionIn this setion, we outline the arguments to prove Theorem 2.1.Let FÆ denote the funtional as de�ned in (2.33). That is, FÆ is thefuntional (2.24) with oeÆients 1; 2; 3 hosen as in (2.30). The a-prioriestimates proeed in two steps, in the �rst step, we obtain enough a prioriontrol of the Æ equation to prove the existene and regularity of the Æequation.Proposition 3.1. Suppose g = e2wg0 is a smooth solution of (�)Æ with pos-itive salar urvature, normalized so that R wdv0 = 0. Then there existonstants C0; C1 , depending only on g0, so thatw � C0; (3.1)Z [Æ(�0w)2 + jr0wj4℄ dv0 � C1; (3.2)Lemma 3.2. Suppose g = e2wg0 is a solution of (�)Æ. Then for any ' 2W 2;2(M4),Z 32 Æ�0w�0' + 12(3Æ � 2) ��0'jr0wj2 + 2�0whr0';r0wi0+2jr0wj2hr0';r0wi0�= Z �2U Æ0' + 2Ri0(r0';r0w) + 12(Æ � 2)R0hr0';r0wi:(3.3)Remark Although we impliitly assume in the proof that w is smooth,it follows from a standard limiting argument that (3.3) is valid if w 2W 2;2(M4). Indeed, we shall take (3.3) as our de�nition of a (weak) W 2;2-solution of (�)Æ .



19The above Lemma follows from a straight forward omputation (f [CY-1,(1.8)℄ or [BO℄) for ritial point of the funtional FÆ .The proof of the a priori estimate (3.2) in Proposition 3.1 then followsfrom Lemma 3.2 by taking ' = w and using the onsequene of the fatthat R � 0 �0w + jr0wj2 � 16 R0; (3.4)We will show that for all suÆiently small Æ > 0, (�)Æ admits a smoothsolution with positive salar urvature. To aomplish this, we will applythe ontinuity method and show that for eah Æ0 > 0 the set S de�ned insetion 2 is both open and losed. Sine we already saw that 1 2 S byProposition 2.14 the desired result will follow.Proposition 3.3. If R �2(A0)dv0 > 0 then S is open.Proof. The proof of this fat relies (as usual) on a perturbation result. Con-sequently, we will need to study the following linearized problem.Lemma 3.4. Let LÆ denote the linearization of (�)Æ at a solution g of pos-itive salar urvature. Then for any ' 2W 2;2,h';LÆ'iL2 � Z 34 Æ2(�')2 + Æ16 Rjr'j2: (3.5)In partiular, KerLÆ = R.Remark The kernel of LÆ is due to the sale-invariane of FÆ.Remark Lemma 3.4 is a generalization of [G-2, Theorem A℄, whih on-sidered the ase where Æ = 23 . This orresponds to an eigenvalue estimatefor the Paneitz operator. It is remarkable that, despite the oeÆient Æin the leading term of FÆ, one an still show that LÆ is invertible (moduloonstants) for all Æ > 0.Now suppose that Æ1 2 S, and that g1 = e2w1g0 is a smooth solution of(�)Æ1 with positive salar urvature. By the preeding lemma, Ker LÆ1 = R,and it follows from [ADN, Theorem 13.1℄ that there is a unique (up tosaling) smooth solution of (�)Æ for all Æ suÆiently lose to Æ1. Moreover,sine the salar urvature of g1 is positive, by taking solutions in a smallenough C2;�-neighborhood of g1 we may onlude that the solutions of (�)Æwill also have positive salar urvature, for Æ lose enough to Æ1. It followsthat S is open, and the proof of Proposition 3.3 is omplete.Proposition 3.5. S is losed.Proof. . The proof of Proposition 3.5 onsists of two parts. First, an a prioriestimate for solutions of (�)Æ with positive salar urvature. A onsequeneof this estimate will be the following: if fÆkg is a sequene in S, and Æk ! �Æ,then (�)�Æ admits a weak W 2;2(M4)-solution. The seond part of the proof



20follows from a loal estimate whih, when ombined with the regularitytheory for extremals of the funtional determinant developed in [CGY℄, willallow us to onlude that this weak solution of (�)�Æ is atually smooth withpositive salar urvature. Or one an apply Theorem 2.11, the result of[UV℄, to onlude diretly that the weak W 2;2 solutions whih are ritialpoints of FÆ are in fat smooth. It then follows that S is losed.Our next step is to prove that solution of (�)Æ have a-priori W 2;3 boundsindependent of Æ.Proposition 3.6. Let g = e2wg0 be a solution of (�)Æ with positive salarurvature, normalized so that R wdv0 = 0, and assumeZ �2(A0)dv0 = Z �2(A)dv > 0: (3.6)Then there are onstants C = C(g0) and 0 < Æ0 < 1 suh thatZ jr20wj3dv0 + Z jr0wj12dv0 � C (3.7)for Æ < Æ0. In partiular, for any � 2 (0; 23) there is a onstant C� = C(�; g0)suh that jjwjjC� � C�: (3.8)The proof of (3.8) is quite ompliated, it involves a series of lemmas andpropositions. The basi estimate we will need isProposition 3.7. Under the same hypotheses of Theorem 2.1, there is aonstant C = C(g0) suh thatZ �R6 �3 dv � (1 + CÆ) Z jrwj6dv + C Z R2dv + C (3.9)for Æ suÆiently small.Our arguments are guided by the a prioriC2-estimates for Monge-Ampereequations as desribed in [CNS-1℄, [CNS-2℄, [Ev℄, and [K℄. However, the esti-mates in these referenes are pointwise in nature and involve the maximumpriniple. Sine our regularized equation is fourth order, suh tehniquesannot work for us. Instead, we rely on integral estimates whih presenttheir own diÆulties. Sine our alulations are quite involved, we will givehere an overview of the argument.We begin with a simple identity. Let f 2 C1(M4). Then by the diver-gene theorem, 0 = Z ri(Sij rjf)= Z riSijrjf + Sij rirjf:



21Also, the ontrated seond Bianhi identity implies that S is divergene-free: riSij = ri(�Rij + 12 Rgij) = �riRij + 12 rjR = 0. Therefore,0 = Z Sijrirjf; any f 2 C1(M4): (3.10)We will apply (3.10) to two di�erent hoies of f , resulting in two di�erentinequalities. First, we let f = R. Then di�erentiating (�)Æ twie and using(3.10) we obtain the inequality0 = Z SijrirjR � Z 6 trE3 + 112 R3 + (lower order terms);where trE3 = EijEikEjk. Next, we let f = 12jrwj2, resulting in the in-equality 0 = Z Sijrirj(12jrwj2)� Z � 6trE3 + 112 R3 � 6Rjrwj4 + (l:o:t:): (3.11)Adding (3.11) to (3.12), the term trE3 anels to giveZ �R6 �3 � Z �R6 � jrwj4 + (l:o:t:);and (3.9) an be shown to follow from this inequality.A key identity in the derivation of the inequality (3.11) is the following:Lemma 3.8. Let (M4; g) be any Riemannian 4-manifold. ThenSijrirjR = 3��2(A) + 3�jrEj2 � 112 jrRj2�+ 6 trE3 + RjEj2 � 6W (E;E) � 6 < E;B > (3.12)where Bij denotes the Bah tensor.(3.13) an be derived diretly from the Bah tensor identity (2.16) whihwe have mentioned in setion 2.We then take f = Rp+1 in the sheme above for all 0 � p < 2, we theobtain a prior Rs estimate for s = p + 3 or equivalently the W 2;s estimatefor the solutions wÆ for all s < 5.Theorem 3.2. Let g = e2wg0 be a solution of (�)Æ with positive salar ur-vature, normalized so that R wdv0 = 0. AssumeZ �2(A0) dv0 = Z �2(A) dv > 0: (3.13)Then there are onstants Cs = C(g0; s) and Æ0 < 1 suh thatZ jr20wjs dv0 � Cs (3.14)for any s < 5 and Æ � Æ0.



22 We remark that as a diret orollary of the Sobolev embedding theorem,we have C1;� a priori bound for the solution w of (�)Æ .However, for tehnial reasons it appears diÆult to improve on this.Instead we show that one s > 4, we an use the Yamabe ow to smoothsolutions of (�)Æ and obtain metris with �2(A) > 0.Proposition 3.9. Let g = e2wg0 be a solution of (�)Æ with positive salarurvature, normalized so that R wdv0 = 0. Assume R �2(A)dv > 0. If Æ issuÆiently small, then there is a smooth onformal metri h = e2vg suhthat �2(Ah) > 0.The proof of Proposition 3.10 is based on estimates for solutions of theYamabe ow (e.g. work of [Ye℄) using paraboli Moser iteration. Let g beany of the solutions of the equation (�)Æ , we onsider the Yamabe ow:8<: �h�t = � 13 Rh;h(0; �) = g = e2wg0:The key fats onerning the Yamabe ow have been worked out byHamilton [Ha℄ and Ye [Ye℄. Namely there is a time interval in whih theequation (3.16) has a unique smooth solution. We reord some basi equa-tions governing the evolution of important quantities:��t dv = � 23 Rdv; (3.15)�R�t = �R + 13 R2: (3.16)These equations give ontrol of the deay of volume, as well as assuringthe positivity of salar urvature as the metris evolve in time. To ontrolthe Rii tensor, we ompute the evolution of the Rii tensor (making useof the Bah tensor) and derive: for t � T1��t jRij � �jRij + C jRij2: (3.17)Then making use of the fat that for 0 < t < T , there is a uniformSobolev onstant for the metris up to that time, we an prove: for eah�xed s 2 (4; 5) there is a time T1 so that the solution metris up to thattime satis�es:(i) k Rih kLs � 2 k Rig kLs ;(ii) k Rih k1� C2t� 2s , where C2 = C2(g0);(iii) k v k1� C(g0).Now let f = �2 + 21j�j2 and onsider the evolution of the quantity fR :



23��t � fR� � � � fR� + 2R trE3 + 13 jEj2 � 13 f� 2R�1W (E;E) � 2R�1 < B;E > �C: (3.18)Consequently, for ' = maxf� fR ; 0g and t � T1 we have�'�t � �' + C1 jRij' + C1jRij (3.19)where C1 = C1(g0).>From (3.20) and (3.21), we may obtain by omparing with the funtion'1(t) = expf ss� 2C1C2t s�2s g � 1that jj'� '1jj1 � CÆ1=2t�2=s:Hene, unraveling the de�nition, we �nd�2(A) � C4 �C3t1�(4=s) � C3Æ1=2t�4=sfor t � T1. By taking t0 �xed but suÆiently small making sure thatC3t1�(4=s)0 � C4:then for Æ suÆiently small, we �nd that �2 � (1=2)C4 > 0: This �nishesthe smoothing argument.A urious feature of the analysis is the neessity of a priori Ls boundsfor the urvature of the initial data with s > 4. Typially, the smoothinge�ets of semi-linear heat ows like the Yamabe or Rii ows only requires > n2 = 2. But to obtain in addition a positive lower bound for �2(A) weatually need s > 4. 4. Deforming �2 to onstantIn this setion we will prove Therorem 2.3 in setion 2. First we willdesribe the deformation argument to obtain from a onformal metri ofpositive �2 a onformal metri of onstant positive �2. We make use ofthe degree theory developed for fully nonlinear ellipti equations in [L℄. Thekey fat of the degree theory of fully nonlinear equations is that the degreeremains invariant under ontinuous deformations of the equation as long asthere is a uniform a-priori estimates for all solutions of the equation and auniform bound for the elliptiity of the orresponding equation.On (M4; g0), we begin with a solution of the equation�2(Ag) = f > 0; Rg > 0; (4.1)



24where g = e2wg0 is a metri onformal to g0. Consider a one parameterfamily of equations: �2(Agt) = tf + (1� t); Rgt > 0 (4.2)We label the above equation as �t. We need to provide a priori estimatesfor the family of metris gt = e2wtg0; i.e. denote w = wt, we need to provethat w satisfy: jjwjj4;� � C; and Se2wg0(�; �) � Cj�j2 (4.3)where C is a onstant independent of t. We letO = fw 2 C4;�j jjwjj4;� � C; and Se2wg(�; �) � Cj�j2g:The degree theory of [L℄ assures that the topologial degree deg(�t; 0; OC )is independent of t. We need to do a alulation verifying that for t = 1the degree of the equation is non-zero. In order to do this we deform theequation to one whose degree is easy to determine. It is useful to write the�2 equation in a suggestive form. Suppose g = e2wg0, denoteMij = 2S0ij + 2r0ir0jw � 2�0wg0ij � 2r0iwr0jw:Then, after some omputation, the equation (4.1) may be written in theform �r0i fMij(w)r0jwg + �2(Ag0) = �2(Ag)e4w = fe4w: (4.4)It is important to note the identityMij(w) = Sij + S0ij + jr0wj2g0ijso that it is lear that when both Sij and S0ij are positive de�nite, thenMij is positive de�nite. It is also onvenient to rewrite the equation, onaount of the onformal ovariane property, using the solution metri g ofthe equation as the bakground metri:�rifMij(w)rjwg+ f = fe4w (4.5)so that w = 0 is a solution to this equation satisfying R > 0.Without loss of generality, we may assume the normalizing onditionR dv = 1. We begin with the following deformation:�rifMij(w)rjwg+ f = (1� t)f Z e4w + tfe4w (4.6)Let's label the equation by �t. When t = 1 we reover the equation (4.5),and when t = 0 we have the "linear" equation�rifMij(w)rjwg + f = f Z e4w: (4.7)We then ontinue with the following deformation: for a positive �,�rifMij(w)rjwg+ sf + (1� s)� = (sf + (1� s)�)Z e4w: (4.8)



25We will label this equation by �s. This family of equations agrees for s = 1with the equation (4.7) and redues to the simpler equation for s = 0:�rifMij(w)rjwg+ � = �Z e4w: (4.9)To analyze equation (4.9), we integrate it over the manifold to �nd thatR e4w = 1. Hene the equation redues to�rifMij(w)rjwg = 0:By the maximum priniple, w = 0 is the unique solution. To alulate thedegree of this equation, we assume for the moment that we have establishedthe apriori estimates for all solutions of the equations �t and �t for allrelevant values of the parameters s and t; so that we �nd deg(�1; OC ; 0) =deg(�0; OC ; 0). We need to �nd the linearization of the equation (4.9) atthe unique solution w = 0:L(Æw) = �rifMijrjÆwg � 4�Z Æw:The degree is given by (�1)k, where k is the number of negative eigenvaluesof the linearized operator L. It is easy to see that the onstant funtions arethe only eigenfuntions with negative eigenvalue. Hene deg(�0; OC ; 0) =�1.In the remaining part of this setion, we will �rst provide an outline toprove a priori estimates for solutions of the equation �t for all 0 � t � 1,and then the required estimates for solutions of the equation �t and �s.Suppose the onformal metri g = e2wg0 satis�es�2(Ag) = f > 0; Rg > 0: (4.10)The �rst step is to prove that there is a sup-norm bound of w in terms off unless the manifold is the standard 4-sphere. In the ase of 4-sphere withthe standard metri g, all metris g = e2wg = ��(g) for a onformal trans-formation � of the 4-sphere satisfy the equation �2(Ag) � 6. Sine the groupof onformal transformation of the 4-sphere is not ompat, the olletionof suh w does not have an apriori sup-norm bound. A basi philosophyin treating these onformally invariant equations is to prove the sphere isthe only exeptional ase; that is, unless the manifold is the 4-sphere withthe standard metri, we an establish the sup-norm bound through someblow-up analysis. Namely, given a sequene of solutions to (4.1), for whihthe sup-norm estimate fails we dilate the solutions to onstrut a new se-quene whih onverges to a smooth solution of (4.1) on (R4 ; ds2) with f �onstant. We then lassify the solutions of suh equations on (R4 ; jdxj2)aording to whether the onstant is zero or positive. We an rule out the�rst ase easily beause our blowup proedure is hosen to avoid suh apossibility. The latter possibility would imply that the manifold (M4; g0) isonformally equivalent to the standard 4-sphere, the ase being ruled outby our assumptions.



26 This argument is fairly standard in outline. The main tehnial diÆultyin our ase is the absene of a Harnak inequality for solutions of (4.1).Consequently, if we simply dilate our solutions in order to obtain a sequenewhih is uniformly bounded above, we are unable to onlude that the se-quene has a uniform lower bound (even loally). This makes it diÆultto onstrut a non{trivial limiting solution to (4.1) on R4 from our originalsequene. To overome this diÆulty we dilate in an unusual way, whih wenow desribe. Let gk = e2wkg0 be a sequene of solutions to�2(Agk) = fk ; (4.11)and we assume that ffkg satis�es0 < 0 � fk � �10 ; kfkkC1(M) � 1 : (4.12)We laim that there exists some onstant C, C = C(0; 1) suh thatmaxM [jr0wkj+ ewk ℄ � C (4.13)for all k. Assume not, thenmaxM [jr0wkj+ ewk ℄!1 as k !1 : (4.14)Let us assume that Pk 2 M is a point at whih (jr0wkj + ewk) attainsits maximum. By hoosing normal oordinates f�kg entered at Pk, wemay identify the oordinate neighborhood of Pk in M with the unit ballB(1) � R4 suh that �k(Pk) = 0. Given " > 0, we de�ne the dilationsT" : R4 ! R4 by x 7! "x, and onsider the sequene wk;" = T ?"wk + log ".Note that jr0wk;"j+ ewk;" = "(jr0wkj+ ewk) Æ T" :Thus, for eah k we an hoose "k so thatj(r0wk;"k)j+ ewk;"k��x=0 = 1 : (4.15)Note that r0wk;"k is de�ned in B 1"k (0), andj(r0wk;"k)j+ ewk;"k � 1 on B 1"k (0) :To simplify notation, let us denote wk;"k by wk and all the new sequenefwkg the dilated sequene. Note that g?k � e2wkT ?"kg0 � e2wkgk0 satis�es�2(Ag?k) = fk Æ T"k :Furthermore, gk0 = T ?"kg0 ! ds2 in C2;� on ompat sets.There are now two possibilities to onsider, depending on the behavior ofthe exponential term in (4.14). First, suppose thatlimk ewk(0) = 0 :After hoosing a subsequene (also denoted fwkg) with ewk(0) ! 0, we let~wk(x) = wk(x)�wk(0). We all the sequene f~gkg the dilated and resaledsequene. We observe �2(A~gk) = e4wk(0)(fk Æ T"k) : (4.16)



27It is easy to verify that ~wk is bounded in the C1{topology on ompat setsin R4 .Alternatively, suppose limsup ewk(0) = Æ0 > 0 : Then it is easy to verifythat there is a subsequene (also denoted fwkg) whih is bounded in theC1{topology on ompat sets in R4 .Both ~wk and fwkg onverge; but the type of onvergene di�ers: for thesequene ~wk the equation (4.11) will not be uniformly ellipti, beause theRHS tends to zero as k !1 (see [CGY2, Prop. 1.5℄). On the other hand,the sequene wk does satisfy a (uniformly) ellipti equation; hene we havebetter ontrol of the onvergene. In addition, the onvexity of the equation�2 12 allows us to bring in the work of Evans [Ev℄ and Krylov [Kr℄. Wesummarize our disussion above in the following.Proposition 4.1. (i) For the dilated and resaled sequene ~gk = e2 ~wkg0,there exists a C1;1 onformal metri ~g = e2 ~wds2 with (a subsequene of)wk ! ~w in C1;� on ompat subsets of R4 , where 0 < � < 1. Furthermore,~g satis�es R~g � 0; �2(A~g) = 0; (4.17)jr0 ~wj(0) = 1 : (4.18)(ii) For the dilated sequene g?k = e2wkgk0 , there exists a C1 onformal metrig = e2wds2 suh that (a subsequene of) wk ! w in C2;� on ompat subsetsof R4 . Furthermore, after possibly resaling, g satis�esRg � 0; �2(Ag) = 6: (4.19)We disuss the lassi�ation of solutions of the equation �2(Ag) � on-stant on R4 . When the onstant is zero, we have the following onlusion.Proposition 4.2. Suppose g = e2wds2 is a onformal metri on R4 withw 2 C1;1, satisfying �2(Ag) = 0 ; Rg � 0 :Then w � onstant.As a onsequene, we see that the limiting metri �g = e2wds2, de�ned asthe C1;1{limit of the blow{up sequene de�ned in (4.16), annot our.Proposition 4.2 an be proved by using an estimate similar to that of (3.2)in Proposition 3.1 in setion 3. Namely, �xing a ball B� of radius � in R4 ,we multiply the equation (3.3) in Lemma 3.2 by � = (w � �w)�, where �wdenotes the mean value of w over B�, and � a ut o� funtion supportedon B� with � � 1 on B�=2. We then let � tend to in�nity and prove thatRR4 jrwj4dv � 0.Proposition 4.3. Suppose g = u2jdxj2 is a solution of (4.19). Then u(x) =(ajxj2+bixi+)�1 for onstants a; bi; . In partiular, g is obtained by pullingbak to R4 the round metri on S4 (or its image under a onformal map).



28 Our method is inspired by the orresponding uniqueness result of Obata[O℄ for the salar urvature equation. Reall the formula:E = �2u�1r2gu+ 12u�1�gu g ;and introdue, for onformally at metris,L = 12�2(A)g + 13RA�A2 :The relevant properties of the tensor L aretrgL = 0; ÆL = d(�2(A)) (4.20)and for metris satisfying �2(A) > 0:< L;E >= 0 implies E = 0: (4.21)Then following Obata, we onsider the integralZM < L;E > udV = �2ZM < L;r2u > dV = �2Z�M L(ru; �)d� (4.22)In our situation, we introdue a ut o� funtion, and instead of the boundaryintegral, we need to ontrol the extra term oming from the ut o�. Withoutgoing into the detail, the inequality in Proposition 4.4 below provides thekey estimate whih allows us to handle (i.e. let it vanish) the remainingterm.Proposition 4.4. There is a onstant 2 suh that for any � > 0,ZB(2�)nB(�) Rjruj2u�1dx � 2�2 : (4.23)We refer the readers to [CGY-3℄ for details.We are ready to prove the main a priori estimates.We begin by assuming that for some sequene of onformal metris fgk =e2wkg0g the bound (4.13) fails. We then dilate as desribed before to obtaina sequene fg?k = T ?"k(e2wkg0) � e2wkgk0g on R4 satisfyingmaxfewk + jr0wkjg = ewk(0) + jr0wk(0)j = 1 :Reall that if k !1, lim ewk(0) = 0, then by Proposition 4.1 (a subsequeneof) the resaled sequene ~wk = wk �wk(0) onverges to w 2 C1;1(R4), with~g = e2 ~wds2 satisfying�2(A~g) � 0 ; R~g � 0 ; jr0 ~w(0)j = 1 :However, Proposition 4.2 implies that ~w � onstant, ontraditing (4.18).Consequently, we may assume that lim sup ewk(0) > 0. In this ase, byproposition 4.1 (a subsequene of) wk ! w 2 C1(R4). After resaling ifneessary, the limiting metri g = e2wds2 satis�es�2(Ag) � 6 ; Rg > 0 :



29Aording to Proposition 4.3, g is obtained by pulling bak the round metrion S4 via steriographi projetion. In partiular, it follows thatZR4 �2(Ag)dvolg = 16�2 ;ZR4 dvolg = 83�2 :Now, given any �xed ball B(�) � R4 ,ZB(�) �2(Ag?k)dvolg?k ! ZB(�) �2(Ag)dvolgas k !1.On the other hand, sine g?k = T ?"kgk, we haveZB(�) �2(Ag?k)dvolg?k = ZB(�) T ?"k(�2(Agk)dvolgk) � ZM4 �2(Agk)dvolgk :(4.24)If we let k !1 in (4.24), then let �!1, it follows that16�2 � ZM4 �2(Ag0)dvolg0 : (4.25)However , by [G-2, Theorem B℄, R �2(Ag0)dvolg0 � 16�2 with equality if,and only if, (M4; g0) is onformally equivalent to the round sphere. Thus,the bound (4.13) holds unless (M4; g0) is onformally the round sphere, aslaimed.This �nishes the apriori estimates for solutions of the equations �t. Toobtain orresponding estimates for solutions of the equations �t and �t,we need to proeed a bit di�erently in the situation where the new �2 isnot learly a priori bounded between two positive onstants. The idea isto obtain enough ontrol of the onformal fators w so that the new �2 isa priori bounded between two positive onstants. A ombination of blowup argument with the lassi�ation results yield the required bounds forsolutions of the equations �s and �t for 0 < t0 � t � 1 for any t0 > 0.We shall disuss the remaining ase 0 < t � t0 for t0 small. Thus for theequation �t we begin by integrating the equation over the manifold to obtainan upper bound for ZM e4w � C:As a onsequene, we also �nd a lower boundZM e4w � C:Hene, we �nd an upper bound for the mean value�w � C: (4.26)



30Multiply the equation (4.4) by w � �w and integrate over the manifold, we�nd on aount of (4.4),ZMfSijriwrjw + ~Sijriwrjw + jrwj4g= ZM riwMijrjw + f(w � �w)= ZMf(1� t)f(w � �w)(Z e4w) + tf(w � �w)e4wg:(4.27)It follows, using the onavity of the logarithm, thatZ jrwj4 � C + Ct0 log Z e5(w� �w):Hene the Moser-Trudinger inequality ([M℄ and [T℄) an be used to show abound for R jrwj4, and that in turn gives a bound for R e4(w� �w) as well asfor R e�4(w� �w). Consequently, we �nd a lower bound for �w. This togetherwith (4.26) show that �w is apriori bounded, hene the positivity of the salarurvature shows that inf w is bounded from below.We then apply the argument of Theorem 3.9 to show that there is a boundof the form jjwjj2;4+� � Cand hene via the Sobolev inequality pointwise bound for w. Therefore forsolutions w of the equation (4.6) for the parameters t satisfying 0 < t0 �t � 1, there exists onstants  and C so that0 <  � �2(Ae2wg) = (1� t)f(Z e4w)e�4w + tf � C:The previous argument for a priori estimates then holds. We refer the readerto the original artile [CGY-3℄ for further detail.
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